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THE TURF TIMES 

Welcome to our newsletter.
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Our goal is to provide accurate, researched information 
to develop and maintain your ideal lawn. 


Each issue contains an article written by Blue Grass 
staff, as well as information from university researchers 
and tips from area experts. This issue contains 
information on when and how (and if) to overseed, 
crabgrass control and our online presence.


Feel free to contact us with questions or suggestions at 
any time. 319-842-2165 or sarah@bgsod.com


Know someone who should subscribe? Have them do 
so here: http://www.bgsod.com/new-index/
#newsletters-1 

In This Issue 
• Overseeding

• Step 2: Crabgrass 

Control

• Reviews, Please!


Next Issue 
• De-thatching

• Spring weed 

control

• Bagging clippings
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“Identify and correct 
the problems that are 
causing the decline of 

your yard BEFORE 
investing money into 
overseeding. Usually 

the decline is due to 
poor nutrition, 

insufficient sunlight, or 
soil compaction 

issues.” 

 Dr. Richard Jauron   
Iowa State University

To Overseed, or Not to Overseed?


That’s a tough question… 
Check out the photo on the right. This hole is 
roughly the size of a basketball. How should 
you fix this? It may come as a surprise, but 
overseeding may not be the best answer. 
Typically, the best solution for spots like this is 
to feed your existing lawn with a high quality 
fertilizer like 13-13-13. Lawns are resilient and 
most varieties of grass will be quick to fill in 
the exposed area if they have the nutrients to 
make it happen. 


Overseeding is an option, but there are many 
variables to consider. For one, it is difficult to 
find matching grass seed if you have an older 
lawn, or do not know what varieties of grass 
you have. There are also varying levels of 
ground preparation, which means you may 
need to rent specialized machinery. Dr. 
Richard Jauron of Iowa State University’s 
Horticulture Department recommends using 
a core aerator, vertical mower or slit seeder 
in poorly performing areas in conjunction 
with applying seed that matches the existing 
lawn. However, he is careful to say “identify 
and correct the problems that are causing 
the decline of the yard BEFORE investing 
money into overseeding. Usually decline is a 
result of poor nutrition, insufficient sunlight, 
or soil compaction issues. Overseeding is a 
temporary solution to a long term problem.” 

If you are planning to overseed this year, 
remember to wait until the optimum soil 
temperatures have been reached (between 
45-52 degrees, depending on the variety of 
seed). For best results, wait until late August to 
mid-September, the best time to seed in Iowa. 
It is important to remember that if you plan 
to put down seed this spring, you cannot 
apply a crabgrass preemergent, as it will kill 
the seeds.

Step 2 Is Coming… 
Step 2 of our 4 step program is 
here! 20-0-5 with Dimension is 
a slow release fertilizer with a 
crabgrass preventer. Make sure 
to put it down from late April to 
late May. The fertilizer will feed 
your lawn for two months while 
the Dimension will prevent 
crabgrass germination for 
approximately 120 days.

Review Us, Please! 
We work hard to help our 
customers. Now we need your 
help to improve our online 
presence! The more reviews we 
have, the higher we appear in 
search results online. We are on 
Facebook, Yelp and Houzz for 
your reviewing pleasure! 


In an effort to inspire you to 
review Blue Grass, we asked 
Don to demonstrate how hard 
we work to keep our customers 
happy. His response was this 
pose below, which he calls 
“working smarter, not harder”. 
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